
INFORMATION TO THE CANDIDATES 
 

1. The Vacancies under Spot admissions shall be filled with the candidates qualified in APRCET-2022 only   

     and satisfying the prescribed educational qualifications as per the university norms.  

 

2.For spot admissions, the candidates who did not take admission through web counseling (either phase1 or   

   phase 2) are only eligible. Candidates who got admission through web counseling are not eligible for spot  

   admission. 

 

    3. Spot admissions shall be made purely based on the merit of the candidate in APRCET-2022. 

    4. 50% of the seats in each program shall be reserved for Category-1 candidates (Candidates qualified in  

        UGC-NET (Including JRF)/UGC-CSIR-NET(Including JRF)/SLET/, other fellowships, Engineering   

        students with valid GATE  score (with stipulated period of time), Pharmacy students with valid GPAT  

        Score (with stipulated period of time), and  FDP/Teacher Fellowship holders or who have passed M.Phil  

        Programme).  50% of seats are reserved to category-2  candidates. 

 

    5. The left over seats in category-1 shall be converted to category-2 and vice-versa. 

 

    6. Eligibility for admission into a Ph.D program shall be as prescribed educational qualifications given in  

        APRCET- 2022 Notification.  

    7. Original Certificates to be submitted at the time of admission counseling: 

 Qualifying examination marks memo and OD/provisional pass certificate 

 Degree Provisional/OD certificate 

 APRCET-2022 rank card 

 Experience certificate (if applicable) 

 Transfer Certificate 

 Study certificates. 

 Caste certificate (if applicable) 

 Photo copy of Aadhar card/any Govt.ID 

   

     8. Fee Structure: Tuition Fee: Rs 40,000 /- per Year; [Caution Deposit: Rs 500/-  + Admission    

                                 Fee: Rs 200/- +  Identity Card Fee: Rs 150/- at the time of Admission only].  

                                 Fee structure may vary from time to time as per the rules and regulations of   

                                 the University.  

 

     9. Candidates should pay the above fee on the day of admission counselling. The fee should be paid though    

         Demand Draft only, drawn in favour of  “The Registrar, JNTUA” and payable at Ananathapuramu.  

 

Date of Spot Admission 17-03-2023 

Reporting Time 10.00 to 11.00 AM 

Venue Director of Admissions office, Administrative 
Building , JNTUA, Ananthapuramu-515002  

 

 

Date:14-03-2023                Director of Admissions, JNTUA 


